In this note we examine the J^~-torsion submodule of quasi-injective ϋNmodules, R a ring with unit, where J^~ is a torsion class in the sense of S. E. Dickson. We show that for a stable torsion class ^~, the J^~-torsion submodule of any quasi-injective module is a direct summand, while if J7c ontains all Goldie-torsion modules, then every epimorphic image of a quasi-injective module has its .^"-torsion submodule as a direct summand. In addition, we show that for a stable torsion class _^~, all .^"-torsion-free modules are injective if and only if R = T(R) φ K (ring direct sum), with K Artinian semisimple.
Proof. Choose a submodule N of A maximal with respect to T(A) f)N = 0. Then E(A) = E(T(A)) φ E(N), hence by Lemma 2.2, A = A n E(T(A)) ©An E(N). Since jT~ is stable A n E(T(A)) = T(A) and hence A = T(A) 0 iV with JV = A Π 2?(-W) quasi-injective and ^Γ-torsion-free.
Since the class gf of Goldie-torsion modules is stable, it follows that G(A) is a direct summand of A whenever A is quasi-injective; this was obtained by M. Harada in [5, Th. 1.7] .
Let J7~ be a torsion class; a submodule B of an iϋ-module A iŝ "-closed if Γ(A/5) = 0. 
)/B and since ^g y An #(£) -JB. THEOREM 
1/ ^~ is α torsion class containing &, and the R-module A is an epimorphic image of a quasi-injective R-module then A splits.
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Proof. Let M be quasi-injective, /: M -* A an epimorphism. Then T(A) is a ^closed submodule of A, hence by Lemma 2.4, iV = /-'(T^)) is ^closed in M. By the previous remark, N is a direct summand of ikf, say M = JSΓ Θ P. Then /(P) n Γ(A) -0 and so A -T(A) 0 /(P).
We note that the previous theorem is a generalization of [7, Th. 
(&). There is an S-homomorphism g:S->A coinciding with / on /, and this yields an j?-homomorphism g*: R-> A coinciding with / on / if we define #*(s + k) -g*(s).
THEOREM 3.2. Let J^~ be a stable torsion class. Then all J7t orsion-free R-modules are injective if and only if R = T(R) 0 K, where K is a semisimple ring with minimum condition.
Proof. Assume A is injective whenever T(A) -0. Since the class a?~ of ^torsion-free modules is closed under submodules [2] , every submodule of any A e άf is injective, hence is a direct summand, and so every A e a?" is completely reducible. Let M be any iϋ-module and assume We conclude with the following example. Let R be the ring of lower triangular 2x2 matrices over a finite field and let ^~ be the smallest torsion class containing all projective simple i?-modules. Note that ^~ contains nonzero iϋ-modules since every simple in the socle of R is in ^". Moreover R is a hereditary Artinian ring with (rad Rf -0 so by [9, Theorem B] every nonprojective simple is injective. Since R is not semisimple, it has nonzero ^torsion-free iϋ-modules. If T(A) = 0 for an iϋ-module A Φ 0 then socle (A) contains no projective simples. Since R is Noetherian and socle (A) is essential in A, A is injective. It is readily verified that socle (R) = T(R). Thus the condition that T be stable is needed in Theorem 3.2, even when T is closed under submodules.
